INTRODUCTION

From the most established democracies to the “digital totalitarian” setting of the People’s Republic of China (PRC), “smart city” projects are transforming municipal governance. Definitions of this broad term for municipal-level digitalization vary widely, sometimes encompassing relatively simple projects such as launching digital portals for public agencies or offering free public Wi-Fi.

Many smart city initiatives, however, leverage the capacity of the Internet of Things (IoT) and artificial intelligence (AI)–powered analytics tools to monitor trends in urban life, identify challenges, and inform or even automate the provision of services—from heating and waste management to public safety. Such initiatives promise increased efficiency and could even provide new opportunities for public engagement in municipal governance. Yet current approaches to these projects may be sidelining democratic deliberation and fueling authoritarian practices instead.¹

Most current smart city projects promise in some way to streamline urban governance through the ongoing collection and analysis of large volumes of data. In an experimental “Smart Village” in South Korea, residents are sharing data collected by smart watches and smart home devices in exchange for rent-free living.² Saudi Arabia has been touting its plans for a vertically stacked city
called “The Line” that will draw on “residents’ smartphones, their homes, facial recognition cameras, and a host of other sensors” to “feed information back to the city and help it predict user needs.” In the PRC—which as of January 2020 is already home to more than eight-hundred smart city projects—the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission has observed, “[It] is clear . . . that the CCP [Chinese Communist Party] intends to use multiple smart city technologies to substantially augment and even revolutionize its mass surveillance capabilities.” In more democratic settings, the surveillance potential of smart cities can lead to pushback: a planned Sidewalk Labs initiative in Toronto featuring heated streets and computer vision-enabled cameras was cancelled in 2020 amid both economic woes and a lawsuit over “data surveillance.”

**DEFINING THE CHALLENGE**

Smart cities are a sometimes underappreciated part of a broader narrative in which digital tools once expected to put political participation within easy reach are also proving to be powerful instruments of manipulation and control. They underscore that this trajectory involves not only the sphere of online discourse but also governance processes and the physical world.

The democracy risks around smart cities span multiple fronts and include the authoritarian actors frequently involved in their design and operation; the opaque and irregular processes by which they come into being; and the data-collection capacities they create. Both individually and in combination, these risks threaten to erode rule-of-law norms. They also produce privacy hazards with the potential to fuel discrimination, enable political manipulation, and chill civic participation. On all these fronts, risks can be exacerbated by pre-existing illiberal trends or weaknesses in oversight institutions.

Although the PRC’s development and export of “smart city” tools together with the Sidewalk Labs case may have received the greatest share of attention, smart cities are a global phenomenon. In particular, these projects are a major presence in what Steven Feldstein described in a recent report for the International Forum for Democratic Studies as “swing states”: “partly open political settings where key liberal-democratic guardrails are weakened or absent in ways that could heighten the appeal of authoritarian digital models.” These and other political settings marked by democratic backsliding are fertile grounds for the development of the authoritarian potential inherent in technologies that involve an unprecedented monitoring of daily life.

**Autocratic actors**

With regard to actors, the PRC’s leading role in smart city exports has alarmed democracy advocates. China has made smart cities-related technologies (including cloud computing, big data, and IoT) a top-level priority and exported such tools to more than a hundred countries. At home, these projects...
fit within a wider web of technical and institutional practices for integrating information from different sources in the service of social control. As Samantha Hoffman relates, smart city projects can fuse “the everyday provision of basic public goods” with “the projection of authoritarian power.” She explains, “[F]or instance, a smart electricity meter can improve the accuracy, transparency, and reliability of readings, to the benefit of the utility and its customers. For police, the data from that same meter can help to detect ‘abnormal’ behaviors indicative of ‘illegal’ gatherings.”

Thus, one major question around PRC-sponsored smart city projects concerns whether, when other governments purchase these technologies from vendors such as Huawei, the digital authoritarian model will come along for the ride. On this front, it is noteworthy that Huawei “Safe Cities”—a security-focused spinoff of the smart cities concept that features surveillance systems such as “command centers, CCTV cameras, intelligent video surveillance, facial and license plate recognition technology, crowd monitoring, situational awareness detection, noise monitoring or detection, abandoned object detection, and social media monitoring”—are spreading globally, particularly in countries classified as “Not Free” or “Partly Free” by Freedom House.

Even if the PRC’s surveillance systems end up working somewhat differently outside the highly specific social and institutional authoritarian frameworks in which they are embedded at home, they may still end up strengthening autocrats or undermining democratic governance in a range of other ways.
Authorities in Beijing may gain access to sensitive host country data through surreptitious “backdoors,” as recently observed in a law enforcement database in Pakistan. Even “legitimately” collected data could help PRC state entities to hone their propaganda and other tools for manipulating foreign societies, as Samantha Hoffman has persuasively argued. Security-centric smart city projects together with PRC know-how could encourage governments in closed or semi-closed settings to intensify their monitoring of political opponents; Huawei technicians were found to have assisted with such activity in Uganda and Zambia. Finally, growing dependence on PRC digital infrastructure could in turn provide Beijing with new and dangerous leverage over the politics of importing countries.

Good governance hazards

At the same time, it bears noting that some procedural concerns are common to both PRC smart city projects and those involving vendors based in democracies. In the essays that follow, Roukaya Kasenally—scrutinizing a Huawei Safe City project in Mauritius—and Bárbara Simão and Blenda Santos—examining the multi-vendor smart city landscape in Brazil—similarly stress the challenge of opacity. Authorities are frequently disinclined to disclose information about the contracts through which they procure smart city technologies. This reluctance is particularly worrisome when those contracts involve high-level deals with PRC vendors that circumvent standard public procurement procedures, as we observe in cases from Mauritius to Serbia. But the problem is not exclusive to these cases.

Opacity can also be linked to a failure to solicit community input or conduct appropriate human rights impact assessments for smart city projects, as Simão and Santos document. If officials commissioning these projects do not prioritize input from below, the package deals offered by private vendors can instead end up setting public agendas. In such circumstances, these projects can amount, in Bianca Wylie’s words, to “the outsourcing of public governance to a for-profit actor.”

The specter of mass surveillance

These procedural shortcomings are particularly concerning because smart city projects create new capacities, especially in the surveillance domain, that could amplify unaccountable government and corporate power at the expense of public engagement. Many smart city projects include controversial facial recognition tools overtly designed for surveillance, nominally to fight crime. Yet as Simão and Santos note, smart city initiatives in fields such as education or connectivity also tend to involve the collection, or provision to vendors, of large volumes of personal data.

Where frameworks to guide the handling of this data are absent or inadequate, there is little guarantee that it will not be leveraged in ways that are discriminatory or enable political manipulation. As Kasenally observes...
in Mauritius, even when data protection frameworks are formally in place, national-security clauses may give executive branch officials considerable unilateral discretion over data handling. In backsliding democracies where those same officials have a record of engaging in practices that violate civil liberties or trample on checks and balances, this situation is cause for concern.

Moreover, data collection in smart cities presents something more serious than simply the series of independent, project-level risks associated with each new smart streetlight or energy meter. In the PRC, we can already observe how digital platforms for “data fusion” enable the integration of different data streams—drawn from both digital spaces such as WeChat accounts and physical ones such as streets monitored by facial-recognition cameras—to monitor individuals and predict social trends. Such practices are used to their most devastating effect in the Integrated Joint Operations Platform that flags potentially “dangerous” individuals to police in Xinjiang.

Across all three fronts, underlying weaknesses in democratic institutions aggravate the risks of smart city projects. Where checks and balances are weak and decisions are made behind closed doors by a small circle of elites, officials may be likelier to underestimate—or simply discount—the dangers of entanglement with vendors based in autocracies. They may also have fewer incentives to assess the human rights impacts of projects at the design stage or implement appropriate data protection safeguards. Feldstein’s research on digital repression has shown “a strong relationship between curtailments of political liberties and subsequent government abuse of surveillance technologies.” This tendency could produce a vicious feedback loop linking smart city risks to democratic backsliding.

**DIGITALIZATION AT A CROSSROADS**

The PRC’s dystopian practices underscore that smart cities are one of the many arenas in which democratic societies are colliding with a digitally powered vision that threatens to corrode their basic normative fabric. That vision involves not only bolstering state capacities for surveillance and control, but also cutting out the messy (albeit necessary) feedback mechanisms of open societies.

As digital systems with authoritarian affordances come to be more widely available, this model is becoming a dangerous temptation for democracies and “swing states” as well. Although appearing in the guise of hyper-efficient “solutions” to optimize good governance for a modern state, digital projects that follow this vision can also be a means for illiberal actors to install new levers of social manipulation at the public’s expense. Ultimately, they may intensify such potent challenges to democracy as popular alienation from governance systems and the erosion of institutional accountability.
Writing in *Foreign Affairs*, Henry Farrell, Abraham Newman, and Jeremy Wallace argued that authoritarians will **see AI tools as an alternative to popular political participation**—a system that can tip authorities off to potential problems and “tell rulers whether their subjects like what they are doing without the hassle of surveys or the political risks of open debates and elections.” PRC smart city projects that use a web of sensors and “city brains” to handle local governance challenges fit neatly within this rubric. Down to the most local level, authorities “use data integration platforms to decide whether local challenges are best resolved via service provision or via more coercive forms of demobilization.”

But the aspiration for automated tools that can obviate the need for democratic feedback is by no means limited to autocratic settings. It is, rather, the logical endpoint of a technocratic impulse present in all too many democratic polities. In *The Smart Enough City*, Ben Green has described how smart city projects can reflect and encourage a prioritization of technical means over social ends. In other words, municipal authorities presume that their main responsibility is identifying the best technological tool for achieving what they presume to be an uncontroversial goal—often described in terms of “efficiency”—rather than engaging the pluralistic societies they govern to achieve a better understanding of what their goals should be. In such instances, **putative technological fixes can serve as a distraction from addressing underlying social issues**. As our colleagues at the National Democratic Institute have argued, “Obsession with innovative technologies can overshadow better, less technical solutions.”
In today’s unstable, ever-shifting social and economic landscape, governments may take comfort in a digital vision that elides unpredictable, fraught, and contentious processes of popular consultation. The preceding reflections and the essays that follow nonetheless underscore the crucial importance of both formal and informal democratic institutions to sound decision making about smart cities. They are vital not only to protecting civil liberties, but also to ensuring basic good governance. Farrell, Newman, and Wallace argue that authoritarians’ aspiration to make data a substitute for dialogue is likely to backfire:

*Although ubiquitous state surveillance could prove effective in the short term, the danger is that authoritarian states will be undermined by the forms of self-reinforcing bias that machine learning facilitates. As a state employs machine learning widely, the leader’s ideology will shape how machine learning is used, the objectives around which it is optimized, and how it interprets results. The data that emerge through this process will likely reflect the leader’s prejudices right back at him... Instead of good policy, this will lead to increasing pathologies, social dysfunction, resentment, and, eventually, unrest and instability.*

In this context, repressive digital systems aimed at maintaining “social stability” while denying the public a voice may instead end up exacerbating the governance challenges facing societies worldwide, as citizens grow increasingly alienated from distant, opaque, and unresponsive institutions.

**LOOKING FORWARD**

Because the complex issues surrounding personal data collection and relationships with smart city vendors are challenging for even the most established democracies to manage, identifying promising, participatory models in this space is perhaps more difficult than naming the risks. It is, however, worth noting that inspiration on this front may come from the ranks of younger democracies and other “swing states.” Simão and Santos note that Brazil, for all its recent political struggles, has issued national-level policies that propose important democratic norms for municipal digitalization, including a Charter for Smart Cities that was itself developed through wide consultation with civil society. These guidelines address issues such as respect for rights, stakeholder engagement, and mindfulness of how new digital projects intersect with socioeconomic inequalities. Building on joint research from Internet Lab, Article 19, and LAPIN, Simão and Santos also propose that cities consider alternate pathways for smart city development, such as collaborations with social collectives or universities rather than traditional vendors.
Digital advances are further facilitating technocratic visions of absolute control. In this context, understanding the limits of data-driven technologies and opening up space for input from civil society, accountability institutions, and the broader public is crucial to guarding against both human rights risks and cross-border authoritarian influence. At the same time, embedding digitalization within the robust give-and-take of democratic politics may be the only path toward re-establishing an even more fundamental form of control: the power to ensure that digital data and the imperfect maps it creates serve the interests of the human societies they depict, rather than holding these societies hostage.
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